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This Tutorial 
Tutorial Objective 
This tutorial demonstrates Business Analytics capabilities in GeoMedia using various analysis 
commands and visualization methods. In this tutorial you will learn how to represent data in the 
form of business graphics, specifically Pie charts and Bar charts.   

Tutorial Data Set 
Data used in this tutorial was obtained through a U.S. government website; the U.S. Census 
Bureau. The data provided on this site is generally considered to reside in the public domain and 
may be used without restriction. Specific information about credits and disclaimers for each of the 
government websites referenced is provided in GeoMedia Tutorial Content.pdf accompanied with 
the Tutorial dataset.  

 
Tutorial Text Conventions 
There are several conventions used throughout the tutorial: 

 Ribbon bar items are shown as: On the Aaa tab, in the Bbb group, click Ccc. 

 Dialog box names, field names, and button names are depicted using Bolded Text. 

 Information to be entered, either by selecting from a list or by typing, is depicted using 
Italicized Text. 

 
Tutorial Prerequisites 
None. The dataset used in this tutorial access native data formats via GeoMedia Data Servers. 
This tutorial can be run on all tiers.  
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Pie Charts in GeoMedia 

Section Objective 
In this section we will explore how attribute information can be used for the construction and 
presentation of Pie Charts in GeoMedia.  

 
Tools Used 
 

Add Thematic Legend Entry 
Add a thematic legend entry to the active legend when you select a feature or query to create a 
legend entry, select a legend entry type, and then define the appropriate parameters to add a 
thematic legend entry to the legend of the active map window. 

 

Style Properties  
The Style Properties allows you to adjust an existing style definition.  This can be something as 
simple as adjusting style properties (for example, changing color) or something as powerful as 
changing the basic style type (for example, changing from a symbol to a picture) or altering the 
style composition (expanding a simple style structure to a collection style structure, for example). 

 

Legend Entry Properties 
The Legend Entry Properties allows you to define how a feature is represented in the map window 
by editing an existing legend entry.  The options and fields on this dialog box vary depending on the 
style of the selected legend entry. 

 

Display Data Window 
The Display Data Window command is available in the Map Window legend pane through the right-
mouse context menu, and allows you to open a new Data Window that is populated with the 
records associated with the selected legend entry.  

 

Add Legend Entries 
Add features from categories, queries, reference features, and connections to the legend of the 
active map window. Each feature class/query is displayed through the default legend entry found in 
the designated master legend. 
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 Adding a Pie Chart Legend Entry 
Objective: 
The objective of this exercise is to understand the use of Add Thematic Legend Entry command 
to add a Pie Chart legend entry. In this exercise, we will represent population distribution across 
different age groups for each county in Washington State using Pie chart graphics. 

Introduction: 
We’ll understand how to define the attributes participating in a Pie Chart graphic and also define the 
other symbology parameters that help us customize the Pie representation. 

Pie Charts in GeoMedia are essentially point style definitions that can be associated to a legend 
entry. In GeoMedia the type of Style definition that can be assigned to a legend entry depends on 
the geometry type of the Legend entry. When assigning a Pie Chart style definition to a Point 
geometry type, a pie is displayed in place of the point geometry. When a Pie style definition is 
assigned to an area geometry, the pie is displayed at the center point of the geometry by default. 
Like any other Style definition, Pie Chart style definitions can be saved, exported and reused. 

Task 1: Opening a GeoWorkspace 

1. Invoke GeoMedia. On the GeoMedia <product tier> dialog, select More Files… Browse 
to C:\GMTutorial\GeoWorkspaces. Open BusinessAnalytics.gws. 

 
Depending on the current Geomedia Desktop Configuration, the title 
of the opening dialog will be either GeoMedia Essentials, GeoMedia 
Advantage, or Geomedia Professional. 

2. If a GeoMedia error message requests the name of the database file, use the browse 
facilities to locate the file C:\GMTutorial\Warehouses\DemographicProfile2010.gdb, click 
Open, and click OK in the error message box to continue. 

 
Notice that the display shows an empty Map window. Currently there 
are no legend entries added to the legend. 

 

We can either add a legend entry that has a pie chart, or define a pie chart for an existing legend 
entry. 
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Task 2: Using the Add Thematic Legend Entry Command 

Thematic legend entries can be of many types depending on our need. GeoMedia supports Bar 
Chart, Pie Chart, Range Thematic and Unique Value thematic types of legend entries. Let us add a 
Pie Chart legend entry. 

1. On the Home tab, select Legends > Add Thematic Legend Entry…. 

 
2. Choose an Input feature for which we want to see the pie chart graphics. As we want 

to see the age distribution, let us select a query that is already created. Expand the 
Queries tree-view and select Population by Age group.   

 
 

 
Note: In the Input feature list, you can choose either a feature class 
from a connection or a query, which is a result of any analysis or 
from a predefined categories list. 
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There are many types of legend entries that we can add, such as Standard, Bar Chart, 
Pie Chart, Range Value Thematic and Unique Value Thematic.  

3. For Type, select Pie Chart.  

 
 

 

Observe that appropriate controls are displayed to define the 
Symbology of the feature. Also notice that a representative Pie 
Chart is displayed in the Style preview in the upper right corner of 
the dialog. 

 

As the geometry type of the feature is an area geometry, we can define the fill color, 
boundary color and boundary width. The Pie Style control helps us define the Pie 
Symbology. 

4. For Style, the Pie Style option should be  checked. Click the Pie Style button.  
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The Select Style dialog is displayed.  

The dialog contains the controls to define a Pie Chart definition – 

 

a) A grid lists all the attributes of Number types in the Attribute column. You can select the 
attributes you want to be part of the pie definition. The values from each of these selected 
attributes will be used to determine the share of a pie slice in the Pie Chart graphic. 

b) A color palette to apply colors to the pie slices. 

c) A control to define the size of the Pie Chart. 

d) A control to specify the color of the boundaries of the pie and lines between the pie slices. 
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5. Select the attributes that define the pie. Scroll down to the bottom of the list in Select 
attributes grid.  

 

a) The grid lists all the attributes of Number types in the Attribute column. 
b) Check the following attributes  

Age0_To_14Years 
Age15_To_29Years 
Age30_To_49Years 
Age50_To_74Years 
Age75YearsAndOver 

 
c) An attribute is assigned a color only when it is selected. The color is 

automatically assigned to the selected attribute from the color scheme 
selected in the Assign colors drop-down list. You can override the color 
selected from the color scheme. Double click the color to bring up the Color 
dialog box, and then choose a color. 

 
d) The Label column, by default, has the same name as the attribute name. It is 

editable for the selected attributes. The label is used as the title of the sub-
legend entry when the Pie Chart legend entry is added to the legend. For 
better readability rename the labels as below: 

Age 0 to 14 Years 
Age 15 to 29 Years 
Age 30 to 49 Years 
Age 50 to 74 Years 
Age 75 Years and above 

 

 
You can also reorder the attributes by using the arrow buttons 
beside the grid. 
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6. For Assign colors, select a color scheme that has multiple pastel colors to apply to the 
selected attributes. 

 
7. Set the Pie size to 1.00 in.   

 
8. Click the color button to bring up a dialog with colors. 

 
9. Select a color to use for the line that defines the boundary and separates each pie 

slice. 

 
10. Now that the pie definition is complete, click OK button on the Select Style dialog 

11. Click OK on the Add Thematic Legend Entry dialog. 

 
You can also define the other symbology features of the selected 
area feature by using the Fill and Boundary options. To explore 
more styling options, click Properties on the Add Thematic 
Legend Entry. 
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Task 3: Understanding the Display of Pie Charts in the Map Window 

Once the Add Thematic Legend Entry dialog is dismissed, notice the following: 

1. Population by Age group legend entry is added to the legend  

 
2. All the features in Population by Age group query are added to the map window and 

Pie Charts are displayed on them. 

 
3. In the legend, information about colors and their corresponding attributes (as defined in 

the label column while defining the pie) is shown. 

4. Hover your mouse on any of the features in the map to see the statistics of each of the 
attributes. A tooltip shows the attribute value and percentage of its share in the Pie 
Chart. 

 
 

5. This concludes this Exercise. Delete all legend 
entries in the map window. 
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 Defining Pie Charts for an Existing 
Legend Entry 

Objective: 
What if the Symbology of your legend entry is already created and you do not want to spend time 
on creating it from scratch using the Add Thematic Legend Entry command? In this exercise we will 
use the Legend Entry Properties and Style Properties commands to create Pie Charts on an 
existing legend entry. We will represent gender distribution of population of each county in 
Washington State using Pie Chart graphics. 

Introduction: 
Pie Charts in GeoMedia are essentially point style definitions that can be associated to a legend 
entry. In GeoMedia the type of style definition that can be assigned to legend entry depends on the 
geometry type of the Legend entry. When assigning a Pie Chart style definition to a Point geometry 
type, a pie is displayed in place of the point geometry. When a Pie style definition is assigned to an 
area geometry, the pie is displayed at the center point of the geometry by default. Like any other 
Style definition, pie chart style definitions can be saved, exported and reused. 

Task 1: Opening a GeoWorkspace 

 
If you are continuing from the previous Exercise, you can skip this 
Task and procede to Task 2: Using the Style Properties Command. 

1. Invoke GeoMedia. On the GeoMedia <product tier> dialog, select More Files… Browse 
to C:\GMTutorial\GeoWorkspaces. Open BusinessAnalytics.gws.  

 
Depending on the current Geomedia Desktop Configuration, the title 
of the opening dialog will be either GeoMedia Essentials, GeoMedia 
Advantage, or Geomedia Professional. 

2. If a GeoMedia error message requests the name of the database file, use the browse 
facilities to locate the file C:\GMTutorial\Warehouses\DemographicProfile2010.gdb, click 
Open, and click OK in the error message box to continue.  

 
Notice that the display shows an empty Map window. Currently there 
are no legend entries added to the legend. 
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Task 2: Using the Style Properties Command 

1. On the Home tab, select Legends > Add Legend Entries…. 

 
2. Expand the Queries tree-view and check Population by Gender and click OK.  

 
3. You should see features added to the map.  

 
4. Right click on Population by Gender legend entry and select Style Properties. 
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5. Observe that Style Properties dialog is displayed. We will make use of the Point Styles 

collection to define a Pie Chart over the features.  This collection is a new addition to the 
Area Style with the GeoMedia 2015 release. 

 
6. Check the Point Styles check box and select the Symbol Style item in the tree-view. 
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A point feature in GeoMedia can be symbolized in many ways. We 
can assign Symbols (Symbol Style), Characters (Font Style), Pictures 
(Picture style), Bar Charts (Bar Chart Style) and Pie Charts (Pie Chart 
Style). 

7. For Style Type, select the Pie Chart Style option.  

 

 
Notice that the Pie Chart Style related controls appear and that more 
options are available to define the Symbology than were available in 
the Add Thematic Legend Entry. 

8. Fill in the Pie Chart Style Properties: 
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a) Select attributes: 

 
i. From the grid showing attributes, check  the following: 

Male population by Age 
Female population by Age 
Optional: Rename Male population by Age label as Male. 
Optional: Rename Female population by Age label as Female. 

ii. Select each of the checked rows  
iii. Click the Up button to move them to the top of the list. 
iv. Define the colors of your choice by double clicking each of the two color fields. 

b) Set the Pie size to 1.00 in.  
c) Set the Translucency to 45 %.   

 
You can also use the up/down arrows to set the value of translucency 
to be applied to the pie. This value is an integer between 0-100, where 
the value of 0 indicates complete opacity and the value of 100 
indicates complete transparency.  The default is 0. 
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d) Ensure the Rotation is set to 0.00 degrees.  

 
Set the rotation angle in degrees that will be applied to the pie about a 
placement point. The value must be between 0-360 and must be 
specified in degrees. You can type a new value or select one from the 
list of available values.  The default is 0.0 degrees. 

e) Set the Tilt to 45.00 degrees to tilt the pie chart about the horizontal plane. 

 
A combination of Tilt and Thickness can be used to give a 3D effect to 
the Pie Chart. 

f) Set the Thickness to 0.10 in.   
g) Set the Start angle to 0.00 degrees for the starting pie slice. The default is to start the 

first pie slice at 3 o’clock and go in a counter-clockwise direction. 
h) Define the Position options for the Pie Chart – use the default settings.  

i. Alignment: Click to open a matrix containing nine alignment options.  Alignment is 
the alignment of the pie chart relative to the origin of the geometry.  Select the 
alignment by clicking on the appropriate button.  The Alignment button displays the 
current alignment setting of the pie at the placement point.  The default is Center-
Center. 

ii. Offset X: Type the offset of the pie chart in X from the placement point.  This value 
may be a positive or negative value. The default Offset X is 0.0. 

iii. Offset Y: Type the offset of the pie chart in Y from the placement point.  This value 
may be a positive or negative value. The default Offset Y is 0.0. 

i) Define the Rotation options for the Pie Chart – use the default settings 

i. Ignore map rotation: Check this check box to indicate that the pie will not rotate 
when the map window is rotated, but will instead use the specified rotation. For a 
new pie style, the default is unchecked. 

ii. Ignore geometry orientation: Check this check box to indicate that the orientation 
of the feature geometry will not be used in the rotation of the pie.  The specified 
rotation will be used instead.  For a new pie style, the default is unchecked. 

iii. Always keep upright: Check this check box to indicate that the pie will be kept 
pointing upright, always reading right-side up. For a new pie style, the default is 
unchecked. 

9. The preview should show a 3D Pie Chart. 

 
10. Click OK on the Style Properties dialog. 

11. Notice that Pie Charts are drawn on top of each feature at their center point. 
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Task 3: Modifying the Start Angle 

We can use the other parts of the styling to make these Pie charts more intuitive and easily 
understandable.  

1. Right click on Population by Gender and select Style Properties. 

 
Observe that the Point Styles collection is at the bottom of the list. Let’s bring it to the top of list. 

2. Select the Point Styles folder and click Move Up button twice to take it to the top. 

 
3. Expand the Point Styles, Boundary Styles, and Fill Styles tree-views. 

4. Select Symbol Style item from the tree view to bring up the Pie Chart style controls. 

5. Let us first change the Start angle property to make the pie slices start at 12 o’clock. 
For the Start Angle, key in or select 90.00 degrees. 

Let’s remove the 3D effect of the Pie Chart display. 

6. Set the Thickness to 0.00 in. 

7. Set the Tilt to 0.00 degrees. 

8. Click OK on the Style Properties dialog. 

9. Notice that Pie slices now start at 12 o’clock and are easy to differentiate. 
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Task 4: Comparing the CENTERPOINT vs CENTROID Functions 

You may have observed that a few pie charts are drawn towards one side of the feature as the 
center point evaluated for an eccentrically-shaped area feature (e.g. a horseshoe or donut shape) 
may be on one side depending on the shape of the feature. Let us try to find the Pie charts a better 
position than the center point. 

1. Right click on Population by Gender and select Style Properties. 

2. Click Advanced tab to bring up more style options 

 
 

That brings up the Advanced tab showing more style properties. 
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3. Observe -  

a) There is a Geometry property. The Geometry property determines where the 
Pie Chart is to be displayed. 

b) In the Attribute Based field, by default CENTERPOINT(Shape) is populated. 
This expression calculates the center point of the area geometry (Shape is 
the name of the geometry field in Population by Gender query) and assigns it 
as the position where the Pie Chart needs to be displayed. 

 
Attribute Based Symbology (ABS) allows users to apply different 
styles to different features depending on attribute definitions. You can 
either assign an attribute or use the Expression system (Functional 
Attributes) to write an expression. The attribute’s value is used as the 
Style property value. When an expression is defined, the Expression 
is evaluated and the output is assigned to the style property. 

 

4. For the Geometry property, click the Attribute Based field and select Expression… to 
modify the default expression. 

 
 

 
Geometry property is not confined to just Pie Charts, it is available on 
any Point Style and can be very useful when setting the location of the 
point style in an area style. 
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Expression System:  

a) Functional attribute name: This field shows the name of the Style property 
whose value will be evaluated by the expression. 

b) Output type: Each style property expects a different type of input. For 
example, Size style property expects numbers whereas Geometry style 
property expects Point Geometry type as input. This field shows that the 
expression evaluated should return an output type as mentioned in the field. 

c) Expression: Displays the expression that is evaluated to calculate the 
functional attribute.  You may type and edit the expression or you may select 
from the Functions and Attributes listed below. 

d) Categories: All the available functions are categorized into different 
Categories and you can use these to filter only the relevant functions you 
need. 

e) Functions: This field provides some predefined functions to which you can 
provide an input and expect the output.  

f) Attributes: All the attributes available in the selected feature class or query 
are listed here. You can use them directly or use them as inputs to the 
functions. 

5. Clear the expression that currently exists in the Expression field. 

6. Select Geometry from the Categories list. 

7. From the Functions list, double click CENTROID to use the function. 

8. Scroll down the Attributes list to find the Input.Shape attribute. 
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9. Double click Input.Shape to populate it as the input to the CENTROID function. 

10. (Alternate method) You can also type CENTROID(Input.Shape) in the Expression 
field. 

 
11. Click OK on the Expression dialog. 

12. Click OK on the Style Properties dialog. 

13. Observe that the Pie Charts are now placed at the Centroid of the features. 

 
 

 

 
The CENTERPOINT and CENTROID expression functions are two 
different ways to compute a central point for an area geometry.  
CENTROID computes the true center-of-gravity for an area, yielding a 
point which may or may not actually fall within the area.  
CENTERPOINT ensures that the computed point falls within the area. 

 

 

Task 5: Modifying the Size property to Construct Graduated Symbols 

The current map display illustrates the distribution of gender in each of the counties where the Pie 
Charts are all the same size. Another useful technique in the display of Pie Charts is to portray 
them as Graduated Symbols, where the size of the individual Pie Chart is adjusted relative to some 
value, such as the total population in each of the counties. We can use the Expression system for 
the Pie size property to construct Graduated Symbols.  

1. Right click on Population by Gender and select Display Data Window. 

2. Observe that attribute information of the features in Population by Gender is displayed. 

3. Click on the header of the attribute Total population by Age (Ninth column from the 
left). 
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4. Once the column is selected, Right-click and select Sort Descending to sort the table 
records in a descending order of their Total population by Age. 

 
5. Observe that King County has the maximum Total population by Age 1931249 and this 

value varies for other features. 

6. Close the data window and go back to the map window. 

7. Right click on Population by Gender legend entry and select Style Properties. 

8. Observe that we defined 1.000 inch size for all the pie charts. 

 
9. We can override the Pie size property defined in the Pie Style tab by using an 

expression in the Attribute Based column of the Advanced tab. 

 
Note: The expression defined in the Attribute Based field will override 
the style properties defined in the Pie Style tab. 

10. Click Advanced tab. 

11. Observe that the Size property value is 2540. Pie Size style property is stored in 
Himetric units internally. So, the Advanced tab shows the property in Himetric units. 
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12. Let us assume that the maximum Pie chart size we want to see is 1.00 inch or 2540 

Himetric units. Let us determine a factor that we can use to divide the Total Population 
by Age such that the size of the pie is relative to the population. 

Size factor = Maximum value in the attributes/ Maximum Himetric unit 

1931249/2540 = ~760 

13. Click in the Attribute Based field against Size property. 

14. Scroll down the list of attributes and select Expression… to bring up the Expression 
dialog. 

  

 
15. Scroll down the Attributes list and double click Input.Total population by Age. 

 
16. Then type in to append /760 at the end of the expression. 
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If there is an error in the expression, the Output type field would be 
empty. If the expression evaluates to the expected Output type, the 
field is populated. 

17. Click OK to accept the expression. 

18. Observe that the Attribute Based field is populated with the expression we defined.  

 
19. Observe that the attribute name is different from the one we selected in the 

Expression dialog. This is because the attribute we selected (Total population by Age) 
is an alias for the actual attribute name (DP0010001). 

 
Creating aliases for attributes that do not have a descriptive name can 
be very handy. For more information on how to create aliases for 
attributes, search for Creating and Managing Categories in GeoMedia 
Help . 

20. Click OK on the Style Properties dialog 

21. Observe that the map now displays pie charts with different sizes and we can 
understand which feature has the highest population. 
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Task 6: Normalizing the Data to Improve the Pie Chart Display  

Observe that there are some features for which Pie Charts are not visible at all. We can limit the 
least possible size of the Pie Chart and also the maximum size of the pie by normalizing the data. 
From our previous observation, we know that King County has the maximum value (1931249) for 
Total Population by Age and Garfield County has the minimum value (2266).  

Let us assume that we want to restrict the Pie Chart size in between 1000 and 2540 Himetric units. 
Let us use the formula below to determine a normalized value for the size of the Pie Chart.  

 

Pie Size = Min pie size +
 (Current attr value −  Min attr value) ∗ (Max pie size –  Min pie size)

(Max attribute value −  Min attribute value)
 

  

We can derive the following expression –  

Pie Size = 1000 +
 (Input. Total population by Age −  2266) ∗ (2540 –  1000)

(1931249 −  2266)
 

 

Where Input.Total population by Age gives the value of the current feature for which we are 
calculating the pie size. 

 

So, let us use the Expression below to see the changes take effect: 

1000 + (Input.Total population by Age - 2266)*(2540-1000)/(1931249-2266) 

 

1. Right click on Population by Gender legend entry and select Style Properties. 

2. Click Advanced tab. 

3. Observe that Attribute Based field for Size property is Input.DP0010001/760. 
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4. Click in the Attribute Based field against Size property, and scroll down the list of 

attributes and select Expression… to bring up the Expression dialog. 

5. Clear the existing expression and copy/paste the below expression into the 
Expression field 

1000 + (Input.Total population by Age - 2266)*(2540-1000)/(1931249-2266) 

6. Click OK on Expression dialog. 

7. Click OK to accept our changes on the Style Properties dialog. 

8. You can now see the difference! 

 
 

 
For additional information on Normalization of Data go to this link 
http://www.howcast.com/videos/359111-How-to-Normalize-Data 

Task 7: Enhancing the Pie Chart Appearance with Additional 
Graphics  

Let us add a picture to the current pies to make them more descriptive 

1. Right click on Population by Gender legend entry and select Style Properties. 

2. Right click on Symbol Style (the one with a Pie glyph) and select New Style. 

http://www.howcast.com/videos/359111-How-to-Normalize-Data
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3. Observe that a New Point Style is created 

4. Let us make it a Picture Style by selecting Picture Style from Style type drop down 

 
 

 
5. For the Picture file, browse for and select:  

C:\GMTutorial\Other Materials\BusinessAnalytics\GenderBitmap.png. 

6. Click Advanced tab. 

7. In the Attribute Based field for Geometry property, type CENTROID(Input.Shape). 

8. In the Attribute Based field for Size property, type 1000 + (Input.DP0010001 - 
2266)*(2540-1000)/(1931249-2266) 

9. Click OK on Style Properties dialog to accept your changes. 

10. Observe that the map now shows more intuitive Pie Charts. 
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11. This concludes this Exercise. Delete all legend entries in the map window. 
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 Using an Existing Pie Chart Style 
Objective: 
The objective of this exercise is to understand the use of Legend Entry Properties command to 
add Pie charts to an existing legend entry. In this exercise, we will apply a saved style to a legend 
entry showing gender distribution of population of each county in Washington State. 

Task 1: Opening a GeoWorkspace  

 
If you are continuing from the previous Exercise, you can skip this 
Task and procede to Task 2: Adding Labels to the Pie Chart.  

1. Invoke GeoMedia. On the GeoMedia <product tier> dialog, select More Files… Browse 
to C:\GMTutorial\GeoWorkspaces. Open BusinessAnalytics.gws. 

 
Depending on the current Geomedia Desktop Configuration, the title 
of the opening dialog will be either GeoMedia Essentials, GeoMedia 
Advantage, or Geomedia Professional. 

2. If a GeoMedia error message requests the name of the database file, use the browse 
facilities to locate the file called DemographicProfile2010.gdb, click Open, and click OK in 
the error message box to continue. 

 

Task 2: Adding Labels to the Pie Chart 

Let us show the percentages of each pie slice as a label beside each pie 

1. On the Home tab, in the Legends group, click Add Legend Entries…. 
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2. Expand the Queries tree-view and check Population by Gender and click OK. 

3. Right click on Population by Gender and select Legend Entry Properties. 

 
4. Observe that this brings up the Legend Entry Properties dialog. 

5. All the available Named Styles (or styles that were previously saved) are listed. 
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6. Double click on Pie Charts folder. 

7. Select Counties by Gender style. 
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8. Click OK on Legend Entry Properties dialog to apply the selected style. 

9. Observe that Pie charts are shown on the map on each feature. 

 
 

10. This concludes this Exercise. To learn more about how labels can be added to Pie 
Charts, retain the existing map display and proceed to the following Challenge: 
Review the Counties by Gender Named Style. If you are not going to run through the 
Challenge, delete all legend entries in the map window. 
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 Reviewing the Counties by 
Gender Named Style 

Objective: 
The objective of this challenge is to understand more about Point styles represented within an area 
style. This Challenge assumes the current Map Window display is consistent with the results 
obtained in Step #9 of Task #2 – Adding Labels to the Pie Chart from the previous Exercise. If 
starting from the beginning, you will need to complete the previous Exercise – Using an Existing Pie 
Chart Style.  

Task 1: Label the Counties 

Explore how labels with percentages are depicted on pie charts. 

1. Right click on Population by Gender and select Legend Entry Properties.  

2. Observe that two additional style components have been added to the Point Styles 
definition; FemaleStatisticsText and MaleStatisticsText.  

3. Select FemaleStatisticsText from the tree-view.  

4. Observe that this style component is using the Font Style type to display name along 
with the Pie charts. In addition, the Offset X and Offset Y Style properties are used to 
place the labels properly on the sides of the Pie chart.  

5. Click the Advanced tab.  

6. Observe that a TEXT Expression has been defined for the CharacterString Property 
to define the population in terms of percentage.    

Similar Style Properties have been defined for the MaleStatisticsText style component.  

 

 
Note: Use of a Font Style to convey pie slice labels for this particular 
case of gender distribution works well due to the evenly-sized pie 
slices for each feature and the constant positioning of each label.  For 
the more general case of labels for pie slices that vary dramatically in 
size, and therefore position, label placement is not always feasible. 

 

7. Click Cancel on Style Properties to dismiss the dialog.   

8. This concludes this Challenge. Delete all legend entries in the map window.    
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Analysis and Pie Charts 

Section Objective 
Pie charts by design work on a single feature of a feature class. In this section we will use the 
analysis commands in GeoMedia to create Pie Charts that are also aware of other features and can 
dynamically change when the value of a feature belonging to the same feature class changes.  

 

Tools Used 
 

Analytical Merge 
Use to summarize a single feature class table or query. Organizes records into groupings based on 
user defined attribute(s) then for each grouping, the records are merged to a single output record. 
As each group of associated records are merged, summarization expressions can be performed. 

 

Functional Attributes 
Functional Attributes allows you to create and edit the name and expression for a functional 
attribute.  A common dialog box is used in assorted commands including Analytical Merge, and 
functions as a calculator that you can use to provide calculated information for queries.  This 
calculator provides a simple Excel-like interface with standard operators plus syntax information.   

  

Aggregation 
Used to relate one table (a detail feature) to another table (summary feature); the main goal is to 
summarize information from the detail features to the summary features. Think of the detail items 
as being organized into groupings according to which summary feature they are related (spatially 
and/or by attribute). For each grouping a summarization can be made to summarize to the 
summary feature. 

 

Add Legend Entries 
Add features from categories, queries, reference features, and connections to the legend of the 
active map window. Each feature class/query is displayed through the default legend entry found in 
the designated master legend. 
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 Constructing Pie Charts Based On 
Functional Attributes 

Objective: 
The objective of this exercise is to understand the use of Analytical Merge command and 
Aggregation command to create functional attributes. In this exercise, we will represent the share 
of population of each county as one slice considering the population of Washington State as the 
entire pie chart. In other words, a pie chart with slices – Population of the county and Population of 
rest of the counties. At the end of this exercise you will be able to represent the contribution of each 
county to the population of Washington State on the map. Your map window will look something 
like this. 

 

Introduction: 
GeoMedia’s map display system makes use of attribute values in each feature to draw a Pie Chart 
showing the share of each attribute among all the selected attributes. This serves the purpose 
when a user has attributes that belong to one category. From the exercises in earlier sections, we 
understand how to create Pie charts that show the distribution of different age groups and genders 
in each feature. What if we want a map with Pie Charts that shows distribution of one single 
attribute across the feature class? For example, a map showing the share of population that each 
county contributes to the population of Washington State. We will discuss the use of some analysis 
commands in GeoMedia to create queries that dynamically update to show the intended pie 
graphics. 

Pie Charts in GeoMedia are essentially point style definitions that can be associated to a legend 
entry. The share of each slice in a pie chart depends on the attribute value that is present in the 
feature. To achieve our objective, we will have to create an attribute that holds the value for the 
population of the entire State of Washington. But, if we add another attribute such as “Population of 
Washington State” to all the counties and populate a constant value, the value will not be updated 
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automatically when we change the population of any one of the counties. It would be cumbersome 
to update the constant value in all the fields. 

In this exercise you will learn about Functional Attributes. These are attributes that are calculated 
on-the-fly; dynamic attributes based on geometry measurement and/or attribute values for one 
database table at a time. You will learn how to create query results that contain calculated 
information based on the original attribute data of a feature class. We can apply Pie Charts to these 
queries and use expressions in Attribute Based Symbology to display pie slices the way we want. 

We will be using Analytical Merge command to create a query with the sum of all population fields 
in each county and then use this query to aggregate the attribute into another query that has the 
rest of the attributes of Population by Gender query. The output query can then be used to display 
Pie Charts. 

Task 1: Opening a GeoWorkspace 

 
If you are continuing from the previous Exercise, you can skip this 
Task and procede to Task 2: Merging Features to Obtain the Sum of 
the Population Fields. 

1. Invoke GeoMedia. On the GeoMedia <product tier> dialog, select More Files… Browse 
to C:\GMTutorial\GeoWorkspaces. Open BusinessAnalytics.gws. 

 
Depending on the current Geomedia Desktop Configuration, the title 
of the opening dialog will be either GeoMedia Essentials, GeoMedia 
Advantage, or Geomedia Professional. 

2. If a GeoMedia error message requests the name of the database file, use the browse 
facilities to locate the file called DemographicProfile2010.gdb, click Open, and click OK in 
the error message box to continue. 

Task 2: Merging Features to Obtain the Sum of the Population Fields 

We need the summation of all the Population fields. So, let us first merge all the features in the 
query into one single feature. While merging we will use the SUM function. 

1. On the Analysis tab, in the Analytical Group, click Analytical Merge. 
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2. Analytical Merge is used to merge features from a feature class or query, as well as to 
aggregate attributes for those features into a single output feature. 

 
3. Expand the Queries tree-view and check Population by Gender in the Merge features in 

drop down. 

4. For the Merge Criteria, select All. 

As we want the output feature to also have the summation of all the population fields from 
each county, let us define a functional attribute. 
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5. Observe that a functional attribute to output the geometry (Shape) already exists. 

6. Click New in the Output to functional attributes group. 
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This brings up the controls to define Functional attributes. 

 
 

7.  Fill in the following details: 

a) For the Functional attribute name, key in PopulationOfWashington.  
b) For the Expression, define or key in SUM(Input.Total population by Age).  
c) Click Add.  

8. The functional attribute is added and the dialog reappears in case we want to add 
more. 

9. Click Close to close the dialog. 

10. Click OK on the Analytical Merge dialog. 

11. Observe that output query Merge of Population by Gender is added to the map.  

12. Double click on the only feature available in the map to verify the attribute information. 

13. Observe that the summation of all the Total Population by Age attributes from each 
county is available as the PopulationOfWashington attribute. 
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14. Click Close to dismiss the dialog. 

 

Task 3: Aggregating Attributes from One Feature to Another Feature 

Now that we have the summation as an attribute, we can append the PopulationOfWashington 
attribute to each county feature in Population by Gender using the Aggregation command. 

1. On the Analysis tab, click Aggregation. 
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Our objective here is to aggregate each county feature in Population by Gender query with the 
PopulationOfWashington attribute in the Merge of Population by Gender query.  

 
2. For Aggregate to summary features in, expand the Queries tree-view and select 

Population by Gender. 

3. For From detail features in, expand the Queries tree-view and select Merge of 
Population by Gender. 

To make sure we are aggregating every feature in Population by Gender with the only feature in 
Merge of Population by Gender we will use a spatial aggregation. 

4. On the Spatial Aggregation tab, check the Aggregate where summary features: 
option.  

5. Select are contained by from the list below 

 
6. Click on Output tab to bring up the controls to define a functional attribute. 

7. In the Output tab, Click the New button 
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8. For the Functional attribute name key in WashingtonPopulation. 

9. For the Expression, define or key in SUM(Detail.PopulationOfWashington). 

10. Click Add to create the functional attribute. 

11. Click Close to dismiss the Functional Attribute dialog and go back to the 
Aggregation command. 

12. For the Query name, key in Share of Washington population by County. 

 
13. Click OK to add the Aggregation query to the map window. 

14. Double click on any of the features and scroll to the bottom of the list to observe that 
WashingtonPopulation attribute is available. After your review, click Cancel to 
dismiss the dialog.  

We can now make use of Total Population by Age and WashingtonPopulation attributes 
to display Pie Charts showing share of population in Washington State by county. 
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Task 4: Displaying Pie Charts 

1. Right-click on Share of Washington population by County and select Style Properties. 

2. Check Symbol Style. Select Symbol Style and change the Style type to Pie Chart 
Style. 

3. Select Total Population by Age and WashingtonPopulation attributes and rename the 
labels as Share of the County and Rest of the Counties respectively. Optionally, define 
colors of your choice for the two selected attributes.  

4. For the Start Angle, key in or select 90.00 degrees.  

5. For the Pie size, key in or select 1.00 in.  

 
6. Click Advanced tab and scroll to the bottom of the grid. 

7. Observe that the Attribute Based fields of Value0 and Value1 are set to DP0010001 
and WashingtonPopulation. 

The size of the first and second slices in the pie are governed by the values in attributes 
DP0010001 and WashingtonPopulation respectively. We want the second pie to 
represent the population of rest of the counties of Washington State. So, let us negate the 
population of the current county from the population of Washington State to get the 
population of the rest of the counties. 

8. Modify the expression in Attribute Based field for Value1 as  

WashingtonPopulation-DP0010001. 
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9. Click OK to accept the changes. 

10. The results displayed in the map should look something like this: 

 
Let us add a label showing the share of each county. 

11. Right click on Share of Washington population by County legend entry and select 
Style Properties. 

12. Right click on Point Styles folder and select New Style.  

 
13. Change the Style type of the newly created point style to Font Style. 

14. Click Advanced tab. 
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15. In the Attribute Based field for CharacterString style property, type in  

TEXT(DP0010001/Input.WashingtonPopulation*100, '0.00')+'%' 

16. In In the Attribute Based field for Geometry style property, type in  

CENTERPOINT(Shape) 

17. Click on Font Style tab. 

18. For Size, key in or select 18.00 pt.  

Let us place the text below the center point with an offset in the y direction. 

19. For Offset Y field, key in -0.150 in. 

20. Select the New Point Style item in the style tree view and click the Move Up button to 
place the percentage label above the Pie chart style. 

 
21. Click OK to accept the changes. 

22. Observe that all the counties show their share of population and the percentage label 
is also displayed. 

 
 

23. This concludes this Exercise. Delete all legend entries in the map window. 
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Bar charts in GeoMedia 

Section Objective 
In this section we will explore how attribute information can be used for the construction and 
presentation of Bar Charts in GeoMedia.  

 
Commands Used 
 

Add Thematic Legend Entry 
Add a thematic legend entry to the active legend when you select a feature or query to create a 
legend entry, select a legend entry type, and then define the appropriate parameters to add a 
thematic legend entry to the legend of the active map window.  

 

Style Properties  
The Style Properties allows you to adjust an existing style definition.  This can be something as 
simple as adjusting style properties (for example, changing color) or something as powerful as 
changing the basic style type (for example, changing from a symbol to a picture) or altering the 
style composition (expanding a simple style structure to a collection style structure, for example).  

 

Legend Entry Properties 
The Legend Entry Properties allows you to define how a feature is represented in the map 
window by editing an existing legend entry.  The options and fields on this dialog box vary 
depending on the style of the selected legend entry.  

 

Display Data Window 
The Display Data Window command is available in the Map Window legend pane through the 
right-mouse context menu, and allows you to open a new Data Window that is populated with the 
records associated with the selected legend entry.  

 

Add Legend Entries 
Add features from categories, queries, reference features, and connections to the legend of the 
active map window. Each feature class/query is displayed through the default legend entry found 
in the designated master legend.  
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 Adding a Bar Chart Legend Entry 
Objective: 
The objective of this exercise is to understand the use of Add Thematic Legend Entry command 
to add a Bar Chart legend entry. In this exercise, we will represent the population in different age 
groups as bars to get a relative comparison against each other. 

Introduction: 
We’ll understand how to define the attributes participating in a Bar chart graphic and also define 
the other Symbology parameters that help us customize the bar representation. 

Like Pie Charts, Bar Charts are point style definitions that can be associated to a legend entry. 
Bar Charts are also based on the expression system. Each attribute selected is represented as a 
bar in the bar chart. The attribute with the maximum value among the selected attributes is 
displayed using the Maximum bar length style property defined by the user and the other bars 
are scaled relative to it. 

Task 1: Opening a GeoWorkspace 

 
If you are continuing from the previous Exercise, you can skip this 
Task and procede to Task 2: Using the Add Thematic Legend Entry 
Command. 

1. Invoke GeoMedia. On the GeoMedia <product tier> dialog, select More Files… Browse 
to C:\GMTutorial\GeoWorkspaces. Open BusinessAnalytics.gws.  

 
Depending on the current Geomedia Desktop Configuration, the title 
of the opening dialog will be either GeoMedia Essentials, GeoMedia 
Advantage, or Geomedia Professional. 

2. If a GeoMedia error message requests the name of the database file, use the browse 
facilities to locate the file called DemographicProfile2010.gdb, click Open, and click OK 
in the error message box to continue.  
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Task 2: Using the Add Thematic Legend Entry Command 

The Bar Chart legend entry is also one of the availablre Thematic Legend Entry types.  

1. On the Home tab, in the Legends group, click Add Thematic Legend Entry.... 

 
2. For the Input feature, expand the Categories tree-view and select  

Demographic > County_2010Census_DP1.   

 

 
The list of available Input features include the 
County_2010Census_DP1 feature class that appears in multiple lists; 
the Demographic Categories tree-view as well as the warehouse 
connection tree-view (2010 Census – Demographic Profile). The 
difference between these two listings is that the feature class listed in 
the Warehouse connection displays the original feature codes for the 
names of the demographic attibutes, such as DP0010001. Whereas 
the feature class listed in the Categories tree-view displays attribute 
aliases for the name of the demographic attributes, so the feature 
code DP0010001 has been aliased to display ‘Total population by 
Age’. These aliased versions of the demographic attributes provide 
default textual descriptions (instead of feature codes) that appear in 
the Bar Chart legend entries and tooltips.  
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3. For Type, select Bar Chart.  

 
As the geometry type of the feature is an area geometry, we can define the fill color, 
boundary color and boundary width. The Bar Style control helps us define the Bar 
Chart symbology. 

 

4. For Style, the Bar Style option should be  checked. Click the Bar Style button.  
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The Select Style dialog is displayed.  

 
 

The dialog contains the controls to define a Bar Chart definition – 

a) Select Attributes: A grid lists all the attributes of Number types in the Attribute column. 
You can select the attributes you want to be part of the Bar Chart definition. The values 
from each of these selected attributes will be used to determine the length of the bar in 
the Bar Chart graphic. 

b) Assign colors: A list of available color palettes that can be selected to apply colors to 
the bars. 

c) Max bar length: Defines the Maximum bar length in the bar chart. The attribute that has 
the maximum value will be displayed with this length. Other attributes are displayed 
relative to this maximum length. 

d) Stacked: This option allows you to create a stacked chart where bars are stacked one 
over the other instead of displaying as separate columns. 

e) Display boundary: This option allows you to specify if bars should display a boundary 
and enables you to specify the color of the boundary of each bar. 

f) Orientation: The orientation option defines whether the bars are displayed horizontal or 
vertical to the axis. 
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5. Select the attributes that we want to display and define the graphic properties for the 
Bar Chart.  

 
The grid lists all the attributes of Number types in the Attribute column. 

a) Check the following attributes: 
Age - Under 5 years 
Age - 5 to 9 years 
Age - 10 to 14 years 
Age - 15 to 19 years 
Age - 20 to 24 years 
Age - 25 to 29 years 
Age - 30 to 34 years 
Age - 35 to 39 years 
Age - 40 to 44 years 
Age - 45 to 49 years 
Age - 50 to 54 years 
Age - 55 to 59 years 
Age - 60 to 64 years 
Age - 65 to 69 years 
Age - 70 to 74 years 
Age - 75 to 79 years 
Age - 80 to 84 years 
Age - 85 years and over 

b) For Assign colors, select a color scheme that ranges from one color to 
another. 

c) For Max bar length, key in 0.600 inches. 
d) Ensure the Display boundary option should be  checked. Click the 

color button to display the Color dialog. 
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e) Select a color to use for the line that bounds each bar. 

 
6. Now that the style definition is complete, click OK button on the Select Style dialog.  

7. Click OK on the Add Thematic Legend Entry dialog. 

 
You can also define the other style definition settings of the selected 
area feature by using the Fill and Boundary options. To explore 
more styling options, click Properties on the Add Thematic 
Legend Entry  

Task 3: Understanding Bar charts on the map window 

Once the Add Thematic Legend Entry dialog is dismissed, observe the following: 

1. County_2010Census_DPI legend entry is added to the legend. You can also rename 
the Legend entry title with a meaningful name by clicking the label twice. 
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2. All the features in County_2010Census_DPI feature class are displayed in the map 

window and Bar Charts are displayed for them. 

 
3. In the legend, information about colors and their corresponding attributes is shown. 
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4. Hover your mouse on any of the features in the map to see the statistics of each of 
the attributes selected for the Bar Chart. A tooltip shows the color and the 
corresponding attribute values for the selected Bar Chart that it represents. 

 
 

Task 4: Modifying Bar Chart Symbology using Style Properties 

To modify the symbology of the Bar Chart presentation, the Style Properties command can be 
used to adjust the existing style definition.  

1. Right click on County_2010Census_DPI legend entry and select Style Properties. 
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Observe that the Point Styles Collection is at the bottom of the list. Let’s bring it to the top of list. 

2. Select the Point Styles folder and click Move Up button twice to take it to the top.  

 
3. Expand the Point Styles, Boundary Styles, and Fill Styles tree-views.  

4. Select Bar Chart Style item in the tree view. 

5. Observe that more options are available to define the Bar Chart Symbology. 
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6. Let us explore a few properties that are specific to the Bar Chart style.  

a) Axis options: Provides assorted options to rotate, tilt and roll the Bar chart. 

i. Rotation: Choose a value between 0-360 to set the rotation. You can 
type a new value or select one from the list of available values. The 
default is 0.0 degrees. 

ii. Tilt: This property can be used to tilt the bar chart forward or 
backward. From the available options, select 45 degrees. 

iii. Roll: Roll property rotates the pie chart over y axis. Select 45 degrees 
from the list. 

 
Roll when used along with Tilt and Bar Thickness can help you 
display 3D bars with an isometric view. 

iv. Display Axis: If checked, an axis on which the bars are displayed is 
shown. Leave the option unchecked.  

 
Use the Display Axis when using Rotation option for a better 
perspective. 

b) Axis options: Provides assorted options to specify the bar shape, bar width, 
thickness and spacing.  

i. Bar shape: The default shape of the bar is Box (or Cuboid). There 
are other options available to the user. The following are available 
when the bar is of column type: 
• If the Bar chart is not stacked, the Bar shapes supported are Box, 

Cylinder, Full Pyramid, Partial Pyramid, Full Cone, Partial Cone,  
• If the bar is of stacked type Box, Cylinder, Pyramid, Cone are 

available. 

Let us leave the default shape Box. 

ii. Bar width: The width for the bar chart can be set in this control. Key 
in or select 0.050 in for the bar width.  

 
The appropriate bar width to use will depend on the number of bars 
defined for the Bar Chart and the size of the Bar Chart you plan on 
displaying in the map window. 

iii. Thickness: You can specify the thickness of the bar in the z space. 
Key in or select 0.100 in for the thickness. 

 
Thickness along with Tilt can help you display 3D bar charts. 
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iv. Spacing: The space between the bars can be set using this control. 
Key in or select 0.00 in for the spacing.  

7. Click OK to accept the changes. 

8. Observe that 3D Bar charts are displayed in an isometric view. 

 
 

9. This concludes this Exercise. Exit GeoMedia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


	Section 1:   Pie Charts in GeoMedia
	a) The grid lists all the attributes of Number types in the Attribute column.
	b) Check the following attributes
	Age0_To_14Years
	Age15_To_29Years
	Age30_To_49Years
	Age50_To_74Years
	Age75YearsAndOver
	c) An attribute is assigned a color only when it is selected. The color is automatically assigned to the selected attribute from the color scheme selected in the Assign colors drop-down list. You can override the color selected from the color scheme. ...
	d) The Label column, by default, has the same name as the attribute name. It is editable for the selected attributes. The label is used as the title of the sub-legend entry when the Pie Chart legend entry is added to the legend. For better readability...
	Age 0 to 14 Years
	Age 15 to 29 Years
	Age 30 to 49 Years
	Age 50 to 74 Years
	Age 75 Years and above
	a) Select attributes:
	i. From the grid showing attributes, check  the following:

	Male population by Age
	Female population by Age

	Optional: Rename Male population by Age label as Male.
	Optional: Rename Female population by Age label as Female.
	ii. Select each of the checked rows
	iii. Click the Up button to move them to the top of the list.
	iv. Define the colors of your choice by double clicking each of the two color fields.

	b) Set the Pie size to 1.00 in.
	c) Set the Translucency to 45 %.
	d) Ensure the Rotation is set to 0.00 degrees.
	e) Set the Tilt to 45.00 degrees to tilt the pie chart about the horizontal plane.
	f) Set the Thickness to 0.10 in.
	g) Set the Start angle to 0.00 degrees for the starting pie slice. The default is to start the first pie slice at 3 o’clock and go in a counter-clockwise direction.
	h) Define the Position options for the Pie Chart – use the default settings.
	i. Alignment: Click to open a matrix containing nine alignment options.  Alignment is the alignment of the pie chart relative to the origin of the geometry.  Select the alignment by clicking on the appropriate button.  The Alignment button displays th...
	ii. Offset X: Type the offset of the pie chart in X from the placement point.  This value may be a positive or negative value. The default Offset X is 0.0.
	iii. Offset Y: Type the offset of the pie chart in Y from the placement point.  This value may be a positive or negative value. The default Offset Y is 0.0.

	i) Define the Rotation options for the Pie Chart – use the default settings
	i. Ignore map rotation: Check this check box to indicate that the pie will not rotate when the map window is rotated, but will instead use the specified rotation. For a new pie style, the default is unchecked.
	ii. Ignore geometry orientation: Check this check box to indicate that the orientation of the feature geometry will not be used in the rotation of the pie.  The specified rotation will be used instead.  For a new pie style, the default is unchecked.
	iii. Always keep upright: Check this check box to indicate that the pie will be kept pointing upright, always reading right-side up. For a new pie style, the default is unchecked.

	a) There is a Geometry property. The Geometry property determines where the Pie Chart is to be displayed.
	b) In the Attribute Based field, by default CENTERPOINT(Shape) is populated. This expression calculates the center point of the area geometry (Shape is the name of the geometry field in Population by Gender query) and assigns it as the position where ...
	a) Functional attribute name: This field shows the name of the Style property whose value will be evaluated by the expression.
	b) Output type: Each style property expects a different type of input. For example, Size style property expects numbers whereas Geometry style property expects Point Geometry type as input. This field shows that the expression evaluated should return ...
	c) Expression: Displays the expression that is evaluated to calculate the functional attribute.  You may type and edit the expression or you may select from the Functions and Attributes listed below.
	d) Categories: All the available functions are categorized into different Categories and you can use these to filter only the relevant functions you need.
	e) Functions: This field provides some predefined functions to which you can provide an input and expect the output.
	f) Attributes: All the attributes available in the selected feature class or query are listed here. You can use them directly or use them as inputs to the functions.

	Section 2:   Analysis and Pie Charts
	a) For the Functional attribute name, key in PopulationOfWashington.
	b) For the Expression, define or key in SUM(Input.Total population by Age).
	c) Click Add.

	Section 3:   Bar charts in GeoMedia
	a) Check the following attributes:
	Age - Under 5 years
	Age - 5 to 9 years
	Age - 10 to 14 years
	Age - 15 to 19 years
	Age - 20 to 24 years
	Age - 25 to 29 years
	Age - 30 to 34 years
	Age - 35 to 39 years
	Age - 40 to 44 years
	Age - 45 to 49 years
	Age - 50 to 54 years
	Age - 55 to 59 years
	Age - 60 to 64 years
	Age - 65 to 69 years
	Age - 70 to 74 years
	Age - 75 to 79 years
	Age - 80 to 84 years
	Age - 85 years and over
	b) For Assign colors, select a color scheme that ranges from one color to another.
	c) For Max bar length, key in 0.600 inches.
	d) Ensure the Display boundary option should be  checked. Click the color button to display the Color dialog.
	e) Select a color to use for the line that bounds each bar.
	a) Axis options: Provides assorted options to rotate, tilt and roll the Bar chart.
	i. Rotation: Choose a value between 0-360 to set the rotation. You can type a new value or select one from the list of available values. The default is 0.0 degrees.
	ii. Tilt: This property can be used to tilt the bar chart forward or backward. From the available options, select 45 degrees.
	iii. Roll: Roll property rotates the pie chart over y axis. Select 45 degrees from the list.
	iv. Display Axis: If checked, an axis on which the bars are displayed is shown. Leave the option unchecked.

	b) Axis options: Provides assorted options to specify the bar shape, bar width, thickness and spacing.
	i. Bar shape: The default shape of the bar is Box (or Cuboid). There are other options available to the user. The following are available when the bar is of column type:
	 If the Bar chart is not stacked, the Bar shapes supported are Box, Cylinder, Full Pyramid, Partial Pyramid, Full Cone, Partial Cone,
	 If the bar is of stacked type Box, Cylinder, Pyramid, Cone are available.

	Let us leave the default shape Box.
	ii. Bar width: The width for the bar chart can be set in this control. Key in or select 0.050 in for the bar width.
	iii. Thickness: You can specify the thickness of the bar in the z space. Key in or select 0.100 in for the thickness.
	iv. Spacing: The space between the bars can be set using this control. Key in or select 0.00 in for the spacing.



